[Role of direct and feedback inhibition in the effect of "priming" in hippocampus slices].
Field potentials (FP) were recorded from radial and pyramidal layers of the mice hippocampus after conditioning and testing stimulations of the Schaffer collaterals. The effect of a preliminary conditioning stimulus on the tested responses (the "priming" effect) was studied for different testing intensities and interstimulus intervals of 50 to 5000 ms. Two series of experiments were conducted. In the first series the influence of the conditioning stimulus delivered with the interval of 200 ms on the testing stimuli of various intensities was studied. The duration of the testing FP in the radial layer was measured. The plot of the FP duration against the stimulus strength revealed three regions. For the first region (at small stimulus intensities) the FP duration was maximal and independent on the stimulus intensities. The second region began at the point where FP duration reduced presumably due to the feed-forward inhibition. The conditioning stimulus caused a widening (recovery) of the FP due to suppression of the inhibition. In the third region the stimulus intensity was sufficient to excite pyramidal cells and therefore to activate the feed-back inhibition. The time course of the FP was contaminated by the population spike and FP duration became inadequate for the evaluation of the "priming" effect. The second set of the experiments was aimed to study possible changes in the feed-back inhibition. With this end in view the influence of the conditioning (priming) procedure on the paired-pulse depression was studied. The main effect of the conditioning was a suppression of the paired-pulse depression, i.e. a suppression of the feed-back inhibition.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)